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Traces the life of the controversial American poet, describes his experiences wandering across
the country, and discusses his major writings

From Library JournalWith Charles Bukowski, as with many autobiographical writers, one gets
curious to see what his life was really like and how the stories and poems relate to it
chronologically. In this case the question is also, "Does Bukowski live up to the myth surrounding
him?" Addressing this question in his biography, Cherkovski reproduces many favorite poems
and little fragments of prose and then analyzes them insightfully in relation to the writer's life.
Cherkovski was a good friend of Bukowski during the late Sixties, and his tales of their exploits
together will make the average Bukowski idolator jealous. After all, what fan wouldn't want to join
with the big man himself in editing a magazine called Laugh Literary and Man the Humping
Guns and even get to pour beer and egg whites all over the manuscripts intended for rejection?
Cherkovski's style is a bit repetitious, but his compassion and respect for his subject are almost
heartwarmingly ever-present. He gives fans and nonfans alike another, if not totally different,
picture of the great Bukowski.- Louis Cone, New YorkCopyright 1991 Reed Business
Information, Inc.
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Seasoned Citizen, “In a fog. Ah yes! The good old days...back in the day. Rough life of a
freelance writer. Only wrote a few books, maybe 50, well, including poems, er more. Not sure I
didn't keep count. How did he manage to drink and write? Just write about what happened that
day from memory (in a fog). Worked for him!”

Zachary St.John Kopp, “A fan's review. The author is usually described as a sniveling wordhorse
driveling snapjacket snop. Despite his prestidigilargation of some constrarcting elements, the
veritisoupllgg avg. is very good (on average). Thanks!”

Chapman, “Five Stars. :-)”

FredCritic, “Why Charles Bukowski hated this biography.... Bukowski never passed up a chance
to trash this bio, whether in his interviews or in his writings (Hollywood, various poems and so
forth). The fact to the matter is that this bio gives you Buk (rhymes with "Puke"), or should I say
Henry Chinaski, unvarnished and without all the hype. Chuck B. complained right, left, and
center about how he provided Neeli with hours and hours of the most outrageous and raucous
moments from his life only to see Neeli leave them out (especially the stuff that became the
basis for his screenplay "Barfly"). Truth is, Neeli pretty much knew what was bull and what was
the truth and decided to give his readers the unadorned Bukowski. Thanks much Neeli. It makes
a great read, with all the "noise" left out.”

jenny S, “Hank. One of the greats. What a traumatic life Charles Bukowski had. Quite
remarkable.  I feel lucky to have come across him”

Agides, “Five Stars. Excellent thanks”

The book by P. Finbarr Allen has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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